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LEONARDO DICAPRIO BECOME, AN AMBASSADOR AT HIS 40 S
IT IS WORTH MUCH MORE THAN AN OSCAR

Paris, Los Angeles, 12.11.2014, 02:45 Time

USPA NEWS - Mr Leonardo Di Caprio just turned 40 years and is a Gentleman. He is also revered by his fans, directors, critics, and
even the public in general that his glory is already seen so assertive and may become inconvenient ?

Indeed, as Al Gore says a great advocate for the protection of the planet (Former US Vice President and Nobel Peace Prize in 2007)
has asserted "The Inconvenient Truth". After all, Dicaprio´s commitment to protecting earth and humanity, rises him in his most noble
deed, as an activist and philanthropist.
Therefore this fame is sufficient for himself and he does not need to be enlighten by the shiny Oscar Statuette. However something
seems to be missing somehow. It is a question of justice, of fairness to be fair.

But these voters, have they ever asked themselves the key question, which can undermine the morale of the actor described as a
workaholic, persisting in perfecting his roles one after others ? Meanwhile he could to choose ease and not play so hard, as gifted
naturally by his talent. His attitude concentrated, conscientious and hardworking already commands respect.
Why is it so important for him to win the statuette, the reward of his work just? And why not ask the question in reverse: Deprivation
that price would it not perceived as a punishment in the place of the actor, gifted and needy. As much as naturally expect that the
Highest Academy gratify him like in school that he left so early for devoting himself entirely to his passion for cinema?
Is not that a fair recognition that these iconic symbols of America where the American dream has gone through eras and oceans to say
this motto of Uncle Sam in the rest of the world: In America, you can go from nothing to further and realize their dreams?

Today Leonardo Di Caprio celebrates his 40th year what could be his dream after the first last 20 years of cinema lifetime full of
success?

ADD TO HER LIFE, ONE TO ACHIEVE IN THE PLANETARY COMMITMENT TO HELP HUMANITY ?

ADOPT A NEW WAY TO WISDOM AND BEING DETACHED FROM HIS SHELL BODY AND BEING LOOKED CAREFREE TO
PLEASE AS IF TO SAY: I WANT TO CHASE ANOTHER GOAL, OF BEING USEFUL TO THE REST OF THE WORLD,
HANDSOME OR NOT?

REACHING A TURNING POINT AS IF TO SAY: I WANNA CARE MORE FOR THE OTHERS THAN FOR MYSELF, THAN EVER ?

This is a pure supposition, (One would like to wonder these questions on his behalf, if he authorizes me ) about the quest of the so
talented, Leonardo DiCaprio, who had it all“¦except may be the capacity to be so down to earth, that humility would lead to neglect his
ego, by according more privilege to his spirito. He can now afford it. That explains it. And this could explain his new style of "samurai of
modern times" (long beard and hairstyle mini pony tail )

Leonardo Di Caprio is whatever happens "bankable" and makes moving crowds to see him either live or on screen. That´s what his
talent is assessed to his value nowadays.
Leonardo Di Caprio is a big boy, and proved to being a grown up nowadays. He did not need this statue to fall asleep near the pillow.
Besides specialists such as Joey Berlin, president of the Association of Film Critics (BFCA) told AFP "Winning an Oscar is incredibly
rare and difficult and so many legends of the big screen in have never won any".
While some big stars such as Charlie Chaplin, James Dean, Fred Astaire, Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo, Gene Kelly, Cary Grant
etc.“¦have never won the Oscar if sanctified by the profession as if it were the Holy Grail to achieve at all costs. And yet they have all
become living legends.
Still, the 2014 tense competition was tough with Chiwetel Ejiofor competing in his role as the former slave free man in "12 years Slave"
of Steve Mc Queen, an abdominous rogue Christian Bale playing in "American Bluff" and Matthew Mc Conaughey interpreting true role



an AIDS patient in "Dallas Buyers Club". Leonardo Di Caprio, meanwhile plays the role of Jordan Belfort in "Wolf of Wall Street". Times
were tough more than ever for the millionaire trader (Back to reality).

Last year, 2014, as a first bad premonition, The Scorsese's film, came out later in the agenda of the SAG and Golden Globes, chose to
confuse the configuration of constellations, although using a sparkling star such as Leonardo hidden under the Milky Way´s shadow
despite his still radiating star power.
Him, which in turn has not used none ploy to play his actor talent and performer without offload 22 kg which is so easier to get into the
skin of the character, literally and convincing, the audience with such a weakening inflicted on his own body (Such as Matthew
McConaughey as he played in « Dallas Buyers Club »

If spirituality would have been invited to this debate, it should be said "Nothing and no so special trophy in earth none deserves that
you deal that much abuse your body. Respect your body and you'll get back as much as respect you deserved." Leonardo Di Caprio
has done well to spare his body and therefore his mind.
So it is a fact that Leonardo Di Caprio is admired and respected throughout the profession, Still he gives the impression of just to clear
out, a deserved place in all humility, by the recognition of peers, the very people who preceded and that he respects and admires
those same, who instilled in him one day on screen the desire to become an actor and to look like them at their best. Otherwise they
should not give him that desire!

Leonardo Dicaprio has been snubbed by the Academy of Oscars after 5 nominations, but he gained to become UN ambassador of the
United Nations. Secretary-General, Ban Khi Moon, designates Leonardo DiCaprio as UN Messenger of Peace this year 2014, when
the actor turns to his 40´s birthday. He should be proud of the both ways, as this award worth much more than any other trophy, as it is
the recognition of his commitment as an activist for the environment with the special focus on climate change. Nothing can be more
rewarding for this noble cause at these times of needy global influential actions in order to warn, lobbying about saving the planet. Not
only he spreads his preach and campaigns to protect the fauna and flora, but he also donated, many times to WWF and other
organizations, via his foundation. Since 1998, the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation protects biodiversity, oceans, and forest
conversation and climate change (See article http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-2818/leonardo-dicaprio-wants-to-reaching-
peoples-hearts-and-minds-with-films.html). Di Caprio's foundation has an approach of philanthropy and making effort to change
things, practically and effectively.
So Happy Birthday Leonardo, for a wiser, and more noble choice of life-path when reaching a crossroad, carrying to another burden of
success story, for sure.
For more formation www.leonardodicaprio.org
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